NAMI Walk 2014

The National Alliance of Mental Illness (NAMI) celebrates its 12th Anniversary of NAMI walks in 2014. NAMI is the largest and most successful mental health awareness and fundraising event in America! Through NAMI Walks’ public, active display of support for people affected by mental illness, Americans view of persons with a mental illness is changing. This is leading to ensuring that help and hope are available for those in need. Please join us as we improve lives and our communities one step at a time.

Please visit http://www.namiwalks.org for more information!

2014 OTAC 38th Annual Conference

Hilton Pasadena & Pasadena Convention Center

Early Bird Registration for students ends October 5th!
Prices will increase $60.

“As a first year and newcomer to the profession, attending the OTAC Annual Conference last year really gave me a chance to see what occupational therapy is all about. I got to meet amazing leaders and experts in the field and see all the work they have done in the community. The conference is such a great experience and has motivated me to be more involved and committed to our profession of occupational therapy.”
- Brenda Covarrubias, OTS

University of Southern California

Hello OT Students!

This monthly newsletter is brought to you by your OTAC delegates. The goal of OTAC flash is to bring awareness about OTAC and highlight what OTAC is doing for our profession, as well as current OT-related events going on in our communities!

Please contact otsc.usc@gmail.com with OTAC FLASH as the subject line if you have any comments or ideas!

Simple Wishes Program

Barb Phillips, Occupational Therapist, designed this program to grant Simple Wishes to people living with a serious illness. If you are interested in learning more about the Simple Wishes program or would like to volunteer to help complete someone’s wish, please contact Barb Phillips at (310)710-6196; or: BPhillimelt@gmail.com.